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DESY, Notkestr.85, 22603 Hamburg, Germany
E-mail: andreas.meyer@desy.de
Recent measurements of top quark pair and single top production are presented.
The results include inclusive cross sections as well as studies of differential distri-
butions. Evidence for single top quark production in association with a W-boson
in the final state is reported for the first time. Calculations in perturbative QCD
up to approximate next-to-next-to-leading order show very good agreement with
the data.
1 Introduction
The top quark is by far the heaviest known elementary particle. Due to its large
mass the top quark decays within 5 · 10−25s, before hadronisation, and thus gives
direct access to its properties such as spin and charge. With its large mass, the
top quark plays a crucial role in electroweak loop corrections, providing indirect
constraints on the mass of the Higgs boson. Not least, top quark measurements
provide important input to QCD calculations. The measurements help discriminate
between different perturbative approaches, and have the potential to constrain QCD
parameters. Moreover, various scenarios of physics beyond the Standard Model
expect the top quark to couple to new particles. In many super-symmetric models
the super-symmetric partner of the top quark is expected to be relatively light,
such that it could be produced at the LHC. Experimentally, Standard Model top
quark processes are a dominant background to many searches for new physics.
The top quark was discovered in 1995 at the CDF and D0 experiments at the
Tevatron [1,2]. Until its shut-down in September 2011, several tens of thousands
of top quark events were recorded. The Tevatron collaborations CDF and D0 are
now finalizing the measurements with the full statistics. At the LHC at CERN, top
quark events are produced at significantly larger rates, and to-date several million
top quark events have been recorded by the ATLAS and CMS experiments. The
large amount of data gives rise to a wealth of new results and continuous updates.
In this report an overview of recent measurements of top quark production cross
sections is given. Measurements of top quark angular distributions, and properties
are reported in [3,4]. A recent review article can be found in [5].
2 Theoretical Status
At LHC energies, top quark pair production proceeds dominantly through gluon-
gluon fusion. This is in contrast to the Tevatron where the dominant produc-
tion process is qq¯ annihilation at larger values of Bjorken-x. Several groups have
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D. Top quark mass dependency for the
combined method
Different selection efficiencies lead to a dependence of
!t!t on mt. This is studied using simulated samples of t!t
events generated at different values ofmt using the ALPGEN
event generator followed by PYTHIA for the simulation of
the parton-shower development. The resulting measure-
ments are summarized in Table XII and can be parame-
trized as a function of mt as
!t!tðmtÞ ¼ 1m4t ½aþ bðmt &m0Þ þ cðmt &m0Þ
2
þ dðmt &m0Þ3'; (10)
where !t!t and mt are in pb and GeV, respectively,
and m0 ¼ 170 GeV, a ¼ 5:78874( 109 pbGeV4, b ¼
&4:50763( 107 pbGeV3, c ¼ 1:50344( 105 pbGeV2,
and d ¼ &1:00182( 103 pbGeV.
In Fig. 6 we compare this parametrization to three
approximations to !t!t at next-to-next-to-leading-order
(NNLO) QCD that include all next-to-next-to-leading
logarithms (NNLL) in NNLO QCD [1,2,4].
TABLE X. Measured t!t cross section and the W þ jets heavy-
flavor scale factor fH for separate and combined ‘þ jets chan-
nels, using both kinematic information and b tagging. The first
quoted uncertainty denotes the statistical, the second the system-
atic contribution. The statistical uncertainty is scaled from the
statistical only !t!t result in Table XI to the final !t!t. The total
uncertainty corresponds to the one in the row ‘‘Fit result’’ in
Table XI.
Channel eþ jets "þ jets ‘þ jets
!t!t (pb) 7:22) 0:32þ0:70&0:63 8:43) 0:39þ0:80&0:70 7:78) 0:25þ0:73&0:59
fH 1:74) 0:13þ0:21&0:21 1:26) 0:12þ0:18&0:17 1:55) 0:09þ0:17&0:19
TABLE XII. The t!t cross sectionsmeasured using the combined
method for different assumed top quarkmasses. The uncertainty is
the combined statistical plus systematic uncertainty.
mt (GeV) !t!t (pb)
150.0 10:27þ1:10&0:88
160.0 9:14þ0:86&0:79
165.0 8:56þ0:82&0:71
170.0 8:09þ0:77&0:68
172.5 7:78þ0:77&0:64
175.0 7:65þ0:79&0:62
180.0 7:46þ0:74&0:61
185.0 7:06þ0:67&0:60
190.0 6:85þ0:66&0:62
TABLE XI. Measured t!t cross section and the breakdown of
uncertainties for the combined kinematic and b-tagging method
in the ‘þ jets channel. The offsets show how the mean value of
the measured cross section is shifted due to each source of
systematic uncertainty. In each line, all but the considered source
of systematic uncertainty are ignored. The )! give the impact
on the measured cross section when the nuisance parameters
describing the considered category are changed by )1 SD of
their fitted value.
Source !t!t (pb) Offset (pb) þ! (pb) &! (pb)
Statistical only 7.58 þ0:24 &0:24
Muon identification &0:04 þ0:05 &0:05
Electron identification þ0:14 þ0:12 &0:12
Triggers &0:09 þ0:09 &0:11
Background
normalization
þ0:00 þ0:07 &0:06
Signal modeling &0:06 þ0:23 &0:21
b tagging &0:14 þ0:12 &0:12
Monte Carlo statistics &0:01 þ0:06 &0:06
MJ background &0:01 þ0:06 &0:04
V þ jets K factor &0:00 þ0:02 &0:02
Jet energy scale &0:03 þ0:00 &0:00
Jet reconstruction
and identification
þ0:18 þ0:18 &0:17
Luminosity þ0:12 þ0:51 &0:44
Template statistics þ0:00 þ0:03 &0:03
Other þ0:01 þ0:14 &0:13
Total systematics þ0:65 &0:58
Fit result 7.78 þ0:77 &0:64
 l+jets+X)→t  X+ t→p(pσ
Exp. mass dependence
NNLO approx Kidonakis
NNLO approx Moch and Uwer
NLO+NNLL Ahrens et al.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Experimental and theoretical [1,2,4]
values of !t!t as a function of mt. The point shows !t!t measured
using the combined method, the black line shows the fit with Eq.
(10), and the gray band with its dashed delimiting lines shows
the corresponding total experimental uncertainty. Each curve is
bracketed by dashed lines of the corresponding color that rep-
resent the theoretical uncertainties due to the choice of PDF and
the renormalization and factorization scales (added linearly).
V.M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 84, 012008 (2011)
012008-16
Top quark pole mass from cross section
CMS Preliminary, √s=7 TeV, L=1.14 fb-1
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Figure 1. Left: Dependence of the top quark pair cross section measurement by D0, as well as
of various theory calculations, on the mass of the top quark [15]. Right: Summary of indirect
measurements of m(pole) [17].
performed calculations of the top quark pair production cross section up to ap-
proximate next-to-next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD. Most recently, full
next-to-next-to-leading order calculations were achieved for the qq¯ and gq initial
states [6]. The resulting cross section is consistent with next-to-leading order calcu-
lations, but the scale uncertainties are significantly reduced, and are now of order
2%. Calculations for gg are expected very soon. A recent overview of the various
available QCD calculations is available here [7].
Up-to-date Monte Carlo event generators implement the production process at
matrix element level up to next-to-leading order [8,9]. In tree-level event genera-
tors, matrix elements are implemented beyond leading order, containing up to 3 or
more hard final state partons [10,11,12]. In these generators the hadronisation and
modeling of the full event final state is generally achieved using parton showers as
provided by PYTHIA [13] or HERWIG [14].
In fixed-order perturbative top quark pair cross section calculations, a theoret-
ically well-defined top quark mass (pole mass or MS mass) is used. This is in
contrast to calculations as implemented in Monte Carlo generators where the top
quark mass does not correspond to a specific renormalization scheme, and soft in-
teractions and parton showers are used to simulate the hadronic final state. The
dependence of the cross section prediction on the top quark mass can be exploited
to extract the theoretically well-defined pole mass. Such studies have been per-
formed by the D0, CMS and ATLAS experiments, yielding results as depicted in
Figure 1 [15,16,17,18].
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3 Experimental Signatures and Systematics
In the Standard Model top quarks are expected to decay to almost 100% into a W
boson and a b-quark. Top quark pair events are thus characterized by the presence
of two b-jets, which can experimentally be tagged, i.e. identified, using decay lifetime
reconstruction techniques. Top quark pair events are classified experimentally based
on the decays of the two W bosons. In the fully hadronic decay channel both W
bosons decay into quarks. This final state has the largest branching ratio, but is also
most difficult to identify and reconstruct experimentally. The channels where one
or both of the W bosons decay into leptons are simpler to measure, and are referred
to as `+jets or dilepton channel, respectively. Triggering and reconstruction details
depend on the flavour of the charged leptons (electron, muon or τ). Analyses with
τ -leptons use the decays of the τ into low multiplicity jets. In leptonic W boson
decays large momentum neutrinos are produced which escape detection, thus giving
rise to large missing transverse momentum.
4 Inclusive Cross Section Measurements
Measurements of the inclusive top quark pair cross section have been performed
using all decay channels (except the one with two τ -leptons in the final state). The
combination of the most recent measurements at the Tevatron, using data of an
integrated luminosity of up to 8.8 fb−1, yields a cross section of 7.65± 0.20± 0.36
pb, with a relative total uncertainty of 5.5%. An overview of the various analyses
is given in Figure 2(left). The two single most precise results from D0 and CDF are
obtained in the `+jets channel [15,19]. Both results achieve optimal separation of
the top quark signal from the background by combining results from analyses based
on b-tagging with multivariate techniques. In Figure 3 the output distributions from
the multivariate algorithms are shown. The D0 measurement, σtt¯ = 7.78
+0.77
−0.64 pb,
is obtained from a simultaneous fit of signal and background distributions. In the
fit, a scale factor for the contribution from events with W-bosons and heavy quark
jets is also determined. The dominant systematics originate from uncertainties
on the integrated luminosity as well as jet-identification. The result from CDF is
σtt¯ = 7.70± 0.54 pb. Here, the luminosity uncertainty is minimized by normalizing
the measurement to the measured number of Drell-Yan events where Z0 decays into
two leptons. For the latter measurement, the same triggers and lepton identification
cuts are applied, such that the uncertainties are further reduced. The results are
in good agreement with each other and with theory calculations at NNLO+NNLL
which yield σtt¯ = 7.24
+0.15
−0.24(scale)
+0.18
−0.12(PDF ) pb [6]. In this calculation, performed
for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV, the contribution qq¯ → tt¯ is calculated to full
NNLO [6]. Both collaborations D0 and CDF are now in the process of finalizing
the top quark analyses using their full datasets, corresponding to about 10 fb−1.
A compilation of measurements at the LHC using the dataset recorded in
the year 2011 at a pp centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV are presented in Fig-
ure 2(right) [21]. The most precise results from the LHC were achieved in the
`+jets channel (ATLAS) [22] and the dilepton channel (CMS) [23]. The latter is
not yet included in Figure 2. The ATLAS analysis is based on a template fit to a
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Figure 2. Overview and Combination of top quark pair cross section measurements at the Tevatron
(left) [20] and at the LHC (right) [21].
We account for systematic uncertainties in the maximum
likelihood fit by assigning a parameter to each independent
systematic variation. These ‘‘nuisance’’ parameters are al-
lowed to vary in the maximization of the likelihood func-
tion within uncertainties, therefore the measured t!t cross
section can be different from the value obtained if the
parameters for the systematic uncertainties are not included
in the fit. The effects of a source of systematic uncertainty
that is fully correlated among several channels are con-
trolled by a single parameter in these channels.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Output of the RF discriminant for (a) and (b) ‘þ 2 jets, (c) and (d) ‘þ 3 jets, and (e) and (f) ‘þ>3 jets
events, for backgrounds and a t!t signal based on the cross section obtained with the kinematic method. The ratio of data over MC
prediction is also shown. The left plots (a), (c), and (e) show the results with the nuisance parameters fixed at a value of zero. The right
plots (b), (d, and (f) show the results when the nuisance parameters are determined simultaneously with the t!t cross section in the fit. In
the left and right plots the contribution from the t!t signal is normalized to the results of the cross section measurement, !t!t ¼ 7:00 and
7.68 pb, respectively. Contributions of the eþ jets and "þ jets channels are summed.
V.M. ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 84, 012008 (2011)
012008-10
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Top pair production: Lepton +Jets  
 Pre-tagged sample,                     
NN discriminant 
 normalizing to the measured Z 
cross section: 
 
Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa  8 Moriond  EWK,  March  9, 2012 
 
CDF (4.3 fb-1,mt= 172.5 GeV), pre-tagged: 
ıtt=7.82±0.38(stat)±0.37(syst)±0.13(theo)pb 
D0 (5.3 fb-1,mt= 172.5 GeV), b-tagged: 
ıtt=8.13±0.25(stat) +0.99  -0.86 (syst) pb 
l + >3jets 
Combined kinematical + b-tagging: 
D0 (5.3 fb-1,mt= 172.5 GeV): 
ıtt=7.78±0.25(stat) +0.73  -0.59 (syst) pb 
CDF (4.3 fb-1,mt= 172.5 GeV): 
ıtt=7.70 ±0.52(stat+syst) pb 
PRD 84, 012008 (2011) PRL 105  012008 (2010) 
 When combining kinematic & b-tags 
determine simultaneously xsection & 
W+heavyflavor/W+ light flavor ratio 
theory
Ztt 
VV x R
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top 
top 
σtt: e/µ+jets 
Signature
1 isolated e or µ 
 jets, ETmiss
Two analyses combined
Event topologies (neural net)
b-tagging
 combination using best linear unbiased 
estimate (BLUE)
Normalize to Z0 cross section
Trade luminosity uncertainty for Z0 theory 
uncertainty
Measure Z0 cross section using same trigger 
and lepton-ID
Dominant Sys ematics
 Jet energy scale, signal modeling, Z0 theory
10
σtt = 7.70 ± 0.52stat+sys pb
4.6 fb-1PRL 105, 012001 (2010)
7% (9% with luminosity unc.)
10Jeannine Wagner-Kuhr Bonn, 12th January 2012
Top pair event signatures
Dilepton Lepton+jets All hadronic
BG:      few                              moderate                                        huge
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jet
Figure 3. Output distributions from multivariate analyses from D0 (left) [15] and CDF (right) [19].
likelihood discriminant using event kinematic information as input (Figure 4(left)).
The measured cross section is σtt¯ = 179.0± 3.9(stat.)± 9.0(syst.)± 6.6(lumi.) pb
corresponding to a total relative uncertainty of 6.5%. Dominant systematic uncer-
tainti s arise fro the mod ling of th signal, the jet energy scale and the lepton
identification uncertainties. The CMS analysis uses a profile likelihood fit to the 2-
dimensional jet nd b-tag multiplicity distribution (Figure 4(right)). The measured
cross section is σtt¯ = 161.9± 2.5(stat.)± 5.1(syst.)± 3.6(lumi.) pb corresponding
to a total relative uncertainty of 4.2%. This is the single most precise top quark
cross section measurement so far. Dominant systematic uncertainties are related
to the jet energy scale and the lepton identification uncertainty.
Both CMS and ATLAS have presented first results at a pp centre-of-mass energy√
s = 8 TeV [24,25,26]. A summary of the inclusive top quark pair cross section
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Top pair event signatures
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σtt: e/µ+jets
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δσ/σ  = 6.6%
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uncertainties
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CMS TOP-11-003
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ATLAS CONF 2011-121
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9%σtt = 164.4 ± 2.8stat ± 11.9syst ± 7.4lumi pb
Signature
1 isolated e or µ
3 jets, ETmiss
Analysis
Likelihood discriminant from η(lepton),
pT(jet), aplanarity, HT,3p
no b-tag
W+jets background shape from ALPGEN, 
normalization fitted with constraint from     
W-charge asymmetry
In-situ fit of systematics
Dominant Systematics 
signal modeling (MC@NLO vs POWHEG), 
jet energy scale, lepton-ID
Luminosity (not yet using final number) fit to 2ndary vertex mass in bins of jet and b-tag multiplicity, in-situ fit of systematics
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Figure 6: The multiplicity of b-tagged jets in events passing full event selections for (a) the
summed e+e  and µ+µ  channels, and (b) the e±µ⌥ channels.
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for the second-largest pT electrons, muons and jets in each event.
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 1, but for the dilepton invariant-mass distribution of (a) the sum of the
e+e  and µ+µ  channels, and (b) the e±µ⌥ channel. The gap in the former distribution reflects
the requirement that removes dileptons from Z decay.
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Figure 4. Distributions of top quark pair cross section measurements from ATLAS(left) [22] and
CMS(right) [23].
measurements at the Tevatron and the LHC is shown in Figure 5. Goo agreement
with QCD calculations up to approximate NNLO is o served.
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Figure 5. Top quark pair cross section measurements as a function of the pp and pp¯ centre-of-
mass energy. The bands represent result from calculations in perturbative QCD up to approximate
NNLO
5 Differential Distributions
Additional information about the physics of top quark production can be gained
from measurements of differential distributions. The measurement of kinematic
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top quark distributions does not only probe QCD predictions and provide input to
an improved choice of QCD model and scale parameters. Differential distributions
also have the potential to constrain the parton distribution functions of gluons at
large x. Moreover, the distributions are sensitive to possible new physics which
are especially expected to occur at high tt¯ invariant masses, for example decays of
massive Z-like bosons into top quark pairs.
The kinematic properties of the top quark pair are determined from the four-
momenta of all final-state objects by means of kinematic reconstruction algorithms.
In the `+jets channels constrained kinematic fitting algorithms are applied to obtain
the kinematics of both top quarks. In the dilepton channels, due to the presence
of two neutrinos, the kinematic reconstruction is underconstrained, even after im-
posing the full set of possible kinematic constraints such as that of the W-boson
invariant mass of 80.4 GeV, the equality of the top quark and antiquark masses
and assuming that the missing energy originates solely from the neutrinos in the
event. Ambiguities between several solutions are resolved by prioritization e.g. by
use of the expected neutrino energy distribution.
First differential measurements of tt¯ cross sections were performed by CDF and
D0 [27,28,29]. In general, good agreement of theoretical calculations with the data
was observed. In Figure 6 (left) the differential cross section as a function of trans-
verse momentum of the top quark is shown as measured by D0 [29]. Calculations
including higher order corrections (up to approximate NNLO) are found to give an
improved description of the data, especially w.r.t. their normalization.
At the LHC, the large tt¯ production rate leads to a substantial reduction of
the statistical uncertainties in each bin, and in turn helps reduce systematics. In
Figure 6(right) the measurement of the transverse momentum distribution of top
quarks by CMS is presented [30]. The measurement makes use of the full statistics
accumulated in the year 2011 at 7 TeV and is limited by systematic uncertainties.
Several models are confronted with the data. They all give a good description of
the data. A yet improved description is achieved by the prediction to approximate
NNLO.
A large number of distributions of the top quark and the tt¯ system, as well as
their decay products, has been measured at the LHC [30,31]. ATLAS and CMS
report normalized differential cross sections, i.e. shape measurements, in which nor-
malization uncertainties are removed. In Figure 7 the distributions of the invariant
mass of the tt¯ system are displayed. Both the ATLAS and the CMS data are very
well described by the various calculations up to an energy scale of more than 1 TeV.
6 Jet Multiplicity Distributions
At LHC energies, the fraction of top quark pair events with additional hard jets in
the final state is large, about half of the total number of events [32]. For the correct
description of events with additional jets, contributions from higher order QCD pro-
cesses are required which take into account additional radiation in the initial or final
state. The understanding of these processes is important not least because multi-
jet processes constitute important backgrounds for many new physics searches. In
recent measurements from ATLAS and CMS the distributions of jet multiplicities
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Figure 9: Normalised differential tt production cross section in the `+jets channels as a function
of the ptT (top left) and y
t (top right) of the top quarks, and the pttT (middle left), y
tt (middle
right), and mtt (bottom) of the top-quark pairs. The superscript ‘t’ refers to both top quarks
and antiquarks. The inner (outer) error bars indicate the statistical (combined statistical and
systematic) uncertainty. The measurements are compared to predictions from MADGRAPH,
POWHEG, and MC@NLO, and to an approximate NNLO calculation [11, 12], when available.
The MADGRAPH prediction is shown both as a curve and as a binned histogram.
Figure 6. Distributions of the top quark transverse momentum in top quark pair events at the
Tevatron (D0) (left) [29] and the LHC (right) [30].
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Figure 9: Normalised differential tt production cross section in the `+jets channels as a function
of the ptT (top left) and y
t (top right) of the top quarks, and the pttT (middle left), y
tt (middle
right), and mtt (bottom) of the top-quark pairs. The superscript ‘t’ refers to both top quarks
and antiquarks. The inner (outer) error bars indicate the statistical (combined statistical and
systematic) uncertainty. The measurements are compared to predictions from MADGRAPH,
POWHEG, and MC@NLO, and to an approximate NNLO calculation [11, 12], when available.
The MADGRAPH prediction is shown both as a curve and as a binned histogram.
Figure 7. Distributions of the invariant mass of the tt¯ system from ATLAS(left) [31] and from
CMS(right) [30].
and additional jets due to QCD radiation are studied in detail [33,34,35,36,37].
In Figure 8(left) the multiplicity distribution of jets for top quark pair events in
the `+jets channel is shown. The data are generally well described by the Monte
Carlo generators. Towards large multiplicity the MC@NLO generator interfaced
with parton shower from HERWIG is seen to predict significantly less events than
MADGRAPH or POWHEG which use PYTHIA to generate the parton showers.
An alternative way of investigating additional activity in the event is to study the
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gap fraction distribution. Events are vetoed if they contain an additional jet with
transverse momentum above threshold in a central rapidity interval. The fraction
of events surviving the jet veto, the gap fraction, is presented as a function of this
threshold. The gap fraction distribution for jets in the central rapidity range is
displayed in Figure 8(right). A qualitatively similar trend is observed as in the
multiplicity distribution in that the MC@NLO generator predicts a larger fraction
of events that have no jet activity beyond the jets originating directly from the top
quark decays. As the data are able to discriminate between the predictions from
different models, these results can be used to optimize the choice of models.
6 6 Differential Cross Section in the Number of Additional Partons
where A is used to correct for detector efficiencies and acceptances and L is the integrated
luminosity.
Table 1 and Fig. 2 show the measured normalized differential cross section of tt¯ in different jet
bins for each individual channel. Due to the normalization, those systematic uncertainties that
are correlated across all bins of the measurement, e.g. the one for the integrated luminosity as
well as all other normalization uncertainties, cancel out. The two measurements are combined
using the BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator) method [25] assuming that all systematic un-
certainties, except the ones related to the lepton selection, are 100% correlated. The results are
included in Fig. 2. Good agreement with various generators and scales (except small discrep-
ancies for MC@NLO and MADGRAPH down variations at high jet multiplicities) is found.
ds
stt¯ · dNjets
Ngenjets = 3 N
gen
jets = 4 N
gen
jets = 5 N
gen
jets = 6 N
gen
jets = 7 N
gen
jets   8
Data (e+jets) 0.261± 0.013 0.287± 0.011 0.179± 0.016 0.068± 0.012 0.019± 0.004 0.006± 0.002
Data (µ+jets) 0.273± 0.014 0.281± 0.011 0.169± 0.018 0.066± 0.009 0.017± 0.003 0.004± 0.002
Madgraph MC 0.268± 8⇥ 10 5 0.281± 8⇥ 10 5 0.174± 6⇥ 10 5 0.070± 4⇥ 10 5 0.021± 2⇥ 10 5 0.007± 1⇥ 10 5
Table 1: Measured normalized differential cross section for each jet multiplicity bin, compared
with the MC expectations. Uncertainties in data are the full uncertainties (stat+syst+lumi) and
the MC uncertainties include MC statistics only.
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Figure 2: Measured normalized differential cross section of tt¯ as a function of the number of jets
in the individual channels and their combination. A comparison with MC expectations from
different generators (left) and with Q2, matching threshold up and down MC samples (right)
is also shown. The errors on the data points indicate the statistical (inner bars) and the total
uncertainty.
6 Differential Cross Section in the Number of Additional Partons
In this section an alternative method to extract information about additional radiation in tt¯
events is proposed. UsingMC generator information, the tt¯ cross-section is measured as a func-
tion of the number of hard partons radiated in addition to the tt¯ decay products. This measure-
ment is only performed with the µ + jets channel. The resulting cross-section provides checks
and constraints of the factorization and renormalization (Q2) andmatrix-element/parton-shower
matching scale parameters used in the MADGRAPH MC generator. This measurement may
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Figure 8. Normalized differential cross section as a function of jet multiplicity (left) [36] and
the gap fraction, i.e. the fraction of events surviving the jet veto as a function of the transverse
momentum of the jet (right) [35].
7 Single Top
Single top quark production, in the Standard Model, is expec ed to proceed through
charged-current el ctro-weak inte ctions. Depending n whether the W-boson is
time-like, space-lik r real, one distinguishes between the s-channel, the t-ch nn l
and the tW -channel. In t e latter channel, single top quarks are pro uced in
association with a W bos n in the final state.
Me surements of single top production constitute a unique te t of th electro-
weak interactions and quark-flavour dynamics as described by the CKM matrix.
The measured single top production cross sections can be used for direct constraints
of the CKM matrix element |Vtb| and of possible contributions from new physics,
e.g. arising from feed-down from potential fourth-generation quarks. The ratio of
top and anti-top production is sensitive to b-quark parton density distributions as
well as the ratio of u and d valence quarks.
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Single top production was first discovered at the Tevatron in 2009, much later
than top quark pair production due to the significantly larger backgrounds as well
as the smaller cross sections of electro-weak single top production in comparison to
the strongly produced top quark pairs. The Tevatron analyses are performed for a
combination of t-channel and s-channel, using multi-variate analysis techniques to
separate the signals from the background [38,39,40].
Depending on the center-of-mass energy, and the corresponding initial state
parton distributions and phase space, the expected cross sections for the three
production channels are very different between the Tevatron and the LHC. At the
Tevatron, only the s and t-channel are expected to have measurable rates of similar
order of magnitude, while at the LHC, the t and tW channel have large cross
sections, while the s-channel is significantly smaller in rate. Experimentally, for
trigger and background reasons, single top measurements are performed using the
leptonic decays of the W-boson from the top quark.
In the case of D0, a combination of three multi-variate analyses is used. Each
MVA method is trained separately for the two single top quark production chan-
nels: for the t-channel discriminants, with t-channel considered signal and s-channel
treated as a part of the background, and for the s-channel discriminants, with
s-channel considered signal and t-channel contributions treated as a part of the
background. For the combined measurement of the sum of s- and t-channel, the
Standard Model prediction for the ratio between s- and t-channel is used as input.
The results from the three different analyses are combined, yielding a sum of cross
sections of σs+t = 3.43
+0.73
−0.74 pb. The main systematic uncertainties arise from un-
certainties related to the jet energy scale, the b-jet identification and the integrated
luminosity. Figure 9(left) shows the result of the analysis in which the t-channel is
treated as signal.
The CDF Experiment performs a multi-variate analysis based on a neural net-
work. For the sum of s and t-channel, the Standard Model prediction for the ratio
between s- and t-channel is used as constraint, and the cross section is measured to
be σs+t = 3.04
+0.57
−0.53 pb. The result for the case in which the s-channel is treated as
signal is shown in Figure 9(right). Both CDF and D0 establish a clear observation
of single top quark production, in good quantitative agreement with the Standard
Model prediction.
At the LHC, the cross section for single top production is significantly larger
than at the Tevatron. At a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, the cross section for
t-channel production alone is predicted to be σt = 64
+3.3
−2.6 pb [41], more than one
third of the top quark pair cross section. Due to the large LHC luminosity and
excellent background suppression capabilities, CMS and ATLAS have been able to
perform measurements of the t-channel and tW -channel cross sections, with already
very good precision.
The measurements in the t-channel are performed using events with exactly
one isolated lepton (electron or muon) and two or three jets. One of the jets is
identified as b-jet. Additional cuts on kinematic observables are applied to further
remove background. Results are available from ATLAS and CMS for center-of-mass
energies
√
s of both 7 TeV and 8 TeV. Figure 10 gives an overview of the results.
In the CMS analysis of the dataset with
√
s = 7 TeV, in the electron channel,
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regions, and the SM predictions of σs and σt are shown in Fig. 4. We compare these with the NNNLO predictions of
σt+wt = 2.32± 0.27 pb and σs = 1.05± 0.07 pb [1].
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FIG. 4: The results of the two-dimensional fit for σs and σt. The black point shows the best fit value, and the
68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% credibility regions are shown as shaded areas. The SM predictions are also indicated with
their theoretical uncertainties.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presentd a measurement of single top quark production in lepton plus jets final state using 7.5 fb−1 of pp¯ collision
data collected by CDF II experiment. We select events in the W +jets topology consistent with the signature of a
charged lepton (electron or muon), large missing transverse energy (6ET ) from the W boson decay and two or three
jets, at least one of them is required to be identified as originating from a bottom quark. We use the new POWHEG
Monte Carlo generator for single top signal samples in s-channel, t-channel and Wt-channel, which are extended at
NLO accuracy, with an assumed top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2. The Neural Network multivariate method is used
to discriminate signal against comparatively large backgrounds. We measure a single top cross section of 3.04+0.57−0.53
(stat+syst) and set a lower limit |Vtb| > 0.78 at the 95% confidence level, assuming mt = 172.5 GeV/c2. With a
two–dimensional fit for σs and σt, we obtain σs = 1.81
+0.63
−0.58 pb and σt = 1.49
+0.47
−0.42 pb.
31
6
improve the sensitivity, the analyses are performed
separately on the six mutually exclusive subsamples
defined before. For all three methods the output
variables are saved in histograms with a binning chosen
to ensure that there are enough events to limit the uncer-
tainties due to MC statistics.
Even though the three MVA techniques use the same
data sample, they are only ≈ 70% correlated with
each other. We therefore combine these methods using
an additional BNN algorithm (BNNComb) that takes
as input the individual output discriminants of the
BDT, BNN, and NEAT methods, and produces a single
combined output discriminant. Figure 2 shows compar-
isons between the t-channel signal, the background
model, and data for the combined discriminant, which
leads to a more precise measurement of the cross section.
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the signal and background models
to data for the combined t-channel discriminant for (a) the
entire discriminant range and (b) the signal region. The bins
have been ordered by their expected S:B. The single top quark
contributions are normalized to the measured cross sections.
The t-channel contribution is visible above the hatched bands
that show the uncertainty on the background prediction.
The single top quark production cross section is
measured using a Bayesian approach as in [4, 17, 18].
We follow the approach of [19] and construct a two-
dimensional (2D) posterior probability density as a
function of the cross sections for the tqb and tb processes.
The output discriminants for the signals, backgrounds,
and data are used to form a binned likelihood as a
product over all six analysis channels and all bins. No
constraint is imposed on the relative rates of tb and
tqb production. We assume a Poisson distribution for
the observed number of events and uniform prior proba-
bilities with positive values for the two signal cross
sections. We integrate over the systematic uncertainties
which are described by Gaussian priors that preserve
the correlations between bins and channels. The tqb
cross section is then extracted from a one-dimensional
posterior probability density obtained from this 2D
posterior by integrating over the tb axis, thus not making
any assumptions about the value of the s-channel cross
section. Similarly, the tb cross section is obtained by
integrating over the tqb axis. Ensembles of datasets
generated at several different cross section values are
used to verify the linearity of the cross section extraction
procedure.
Figure 3 shows the 2D posterior probability density
for the combined discriminant together with predictions
from the SM [9] and various beyond-the-SM scenarios:
four-quark-generations with CKMmatrix element |Vts| =
0.2 [10], top-flavor model with new heavy bosons at a
scalemx = 1 TeV [11], and FCNC with an up-quark/top-
quark/gluon coupling κu/Λ = 0.036 [12].
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FIG. 3: Posterior probability density for tqb vs tb single top
quark production in contours of equal probability density.
The measured cross section and various theoretical predic-
tions are also shown.
The measured cross sections of σ(pp¯ → tqb + X) =
2.90± 0.59 pb and σ(pp¯ → tb+X) = 0.98± 0.63 pb are
in good agreement with the SM expectation for a top
quark mass of 172.5 GeV [9]. The uncertainty includes
both statistical and systematic sources. The cross section
for t-channel single top quark production is the most
precise measurement of an individual single top quark
production channel to date with an uncertainty of 20%.
The significance of the t-channel cross section
measurement is computed using a log-likelihood ratio
approach [5, 19] which tests the compatibility of the
data with two hypotheses: a null hypothesis where
there is only background and a background plus signal
hypothesis, where the number of signal events corre-
sponds to the theoretical cross section. New for this
analysis is the computation of the distributions for these
two hypotheses given by an asymptotic Gaussian approx-
imation [35]. With this approximation we compute
for the first time, the significance of the measured tqb
cross section independently of any assumption on the
production rate of tb. We estimate the probability of the
background to fluctuate and produce a signal as large
as the one observed to be 1.6 × 10−8, corresponding
to a significance of 5.5 standard deviations (SD). The
expected significance is 4.6 SD.
The presence of the t-channel signal is visible in
t and s-channel
5.4 fb-1PLB 705, 313 (2011) CDF-CONF-10793
σs = 1.81 +0.63-0.58stat+syst pb
σt = 1.49 +0.47-0.42stat+syst pb
σs = 0.98 ± 0.63stat+syst pb
σt = 2.90 ± 0.59stat+syst pb
7.5 fb-1
~30%5.5σ
~35%
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regions, and the SM predictions of σs and σt are shown in Fig. 4. We compare these with the NNNLO predictions of
σt+wt = 2.32± 0.27 pb and σs = 1.05± 0.07 pb [1].
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presentd a measurement of single top quark production in lepton plus jets final state using 7.5 fb−1 of pp¯ collision
data collected by CDF II experiment. We select events in the W +jets topology consistent with the signature of a
charged epto (electr n or muon), large missing transverse energy (6ET ) from the W boson decay and two or three
jets, at least one of them is required to be identified as originating from a bottom quark. We use the new POWHEG
Monte Carlo generator for single top signal samples in s-channel, t-channel and Wt-channel, which are extended at
NLO accuracy, with an assumed top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2. The Neural Network multivariate method is used
to discriminate signal against comparatively large backgrounds. We measure a single top cross section of 3.04+0.57−0.53
(stat+syst) and set a lower limit |Vtb| > 0.78 at the 95% confidence level, assuming mt = 172.5 GeV/c2. With a
two–dimensional fit for σs and σt, we obtain σs = 1.81
+0.63
−0.58 pb and σt = 1.49
+0.47
−0.42 pb.
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improve the sensitivity, the analyses are performed
separately on the six mutually exclusive subsamples
defined before. For all three methods the output
variables are saved in histograms with a binning chosen
to ensure that there are enough events to limit the uncer-
tainties due to MC statistics.
Even though the three MVA techniques use the same
data sample, they are only ≈ 70% correlated with
each other. We therefore combine these methods using
an additional BNN algorithm (BNNComb) that takes
as input the individual output discriminants of the
BDT, BNN, and NEAT methods, and produces a single
combined output discriminant. Figure 2 shows compar-
isons between the t-channel signal, the background
model, and data for the combined discriminant, which
leads to a ore precise measurement of the cross section.
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the signal and background models
to data for the combine t-channel discrimin nt for (a) the
e ire discriminant rang and (b) the signal region. The bins
have been ordered by their expected S:B. The single top quark
co tributions are normaliz d to the mea ured cros sections.
The t-chan el contri ution is visible above the hatched bands
that show the uncertainty on the background prediction.
The single top quark production cross section is
measured using a Bayesian approach as in [4, 17, 18].
We follow the approach of [19] and construct a two-
dimensional (2D) posterior probability density as a
function of the cross sections for the tqb and tb processes.
The output discriminants for the signals, backgrounds,
and data are used to form a binned likelihood as a
product over all six analysis channels and all bins. No
constraint is imposed on the relative rates of tb and
tqb production. We assume a Poisson distribution for
the observed number of events and uniform prior proba-
bilities with positive values for the two signal cross
sections. We integrate over the systematic uncertainties
which are described by Gaussian priors that preserve
the correlations between bins and channels. The tqb
cross section is then extracted from a one-dimensional
posterior probability density obtained from this 2D
posterior by integrating over the tb axis, thus not making
any assumptions about the value of the s-channel cross
section. Similarly, the tb cross section is obtained by
integrating over the tqb axis. Ensembles of datasets
generated at several different cross section values are
used to verify the linearity of the cross section extraction
procedure.
Figure 3 shows the 2D posterior probability density
for the combined discriminant together with predictions
from the SM [9] and various beyond-the-SM scenarios:
four-quark-generations with CKMmatrix element |Vts| =
0.2 [10], top-flavor model with new heavy bosons at a
scalemx = 1 TeV [11], and FCNC with an up-quark/top-
quark/gluon coupling κu/Λ = 0 036 [1 ].
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FIG. 3: Posterior probability density f tqb vs tb single top
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The m asured cross section and vari theoretical predic-
tions are als shown.
The measured cross sections of ¯ tqb + X) =
2.90± 0.59 pb and σ(pp¯ → tb+X) .98± 0.63 pb are
in good agre ment with the SM e ectation for a top
quark mass of 172.5 GeV [9]. The certainty includes
both statistical and systematic sources. he cross section
for t-channel single top quark production is the most
precise measurement of an individual single top quark
production channel to date with an uncertainty of 20%.
The significance of the t-channel cross secti n
measurement is computed using a log-likelihood ratio
approach [5, 19] which tests the compatibility of the
data with two hypotheses: a null hypothesis where
there is only background and a background plus signal
hypothesis, where the number of signal events corre-
sponds to the theoretical cross section. New for this
analysis is the computation of the distributions for these
two hypotheses given by an asymptotic Gaussian approx-
imation [35]. With this approximation we compute
for the first time, the significance of the measured tqb
cross section independently of any assumption on the
production rate of tb. We estimate the probability of the
background to fluctuate and produce a signal as large
as the one observed to be 1.6 × 10−8, corresponding
to a significance of 5.5 standard deviations (SD). The
expected significance is 4.6 SD.
The presence of the t-channel signal is visible in
t and s-channel
5.4 fb-1PLB 705, 313 (2011) CDF-CONF-10793
σs = 1.81 +0.63-0.58stat+syst pb
σt = 1.49 +0.47-0.42stat+syst pb
σs = 0.98 ± 0.63stat st pb
σt = 2.90 ± 0.59stat st pb
7.5 fb-1
~30%5.5σ
~35%Figure 9. Results of the single top production cross sec ion measuremen s in the t-channel and in
th -channel from the D0 Experiment (left) [3 ] an the CDF Experiment (right) [40].
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Figure 10. Overview of t-channel measurements at the Tevatron and the LHC. The measurements
are displayed as a function of the center of mass energy.
the missing transverse energy is required to be larger than 35 GeV. For the muon
channel, the transverse mass of the W-boson is required to be larger than 40 GeV.
The cross section measurement is obtained from the combination of three different
analyses, of which two make use of multi-variate techniques. In the third analysis,
the signal is determined by a template fit to the rapidity distribution ηj′ of the
(untagged) recoil jet using the event category with one lepton and two jets of
which one is b-tagged. Other event categories are used to control the backgrounds.
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Figure 3: Distributions of m`nb requiring |hj0 | > 2.8, for muons (left) and electrons (right), ob-
tained by normalising each process yield to the value from the fit. Because of limited simulated
data, the background distribution is smoothed by using a simple spline curve.
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Figure 4: Distinct single-top-quark t-channel features in the SR for |hj0 | > 2.8, for the electron
and muon final states combined. The charge of the lepton (left) and cos q⇤ (right). All processes
are normalised to the fit results. Because of limited simulated data, the background distribution
is smoothed by using a simple spline curve (right).
frame. The observed charge asymmetry and the cos q⇤ distribution are presented in Fig. 4 for
muon+electron events in the SR, for |hj0 | > 2.8.
7 Neural Network Analysis
In the NN analysis, several kinematic variables, which are characteristic of SM single-top-quark
production, are combined into a single discriminant by applying an NN technique. The NEU-
ROBAYES package [26, 27] used for this NN analysis combines a three-layer feed-forward NN
with a complex, but robust, preprocessing. To reduce the influence of long tails in distributions,
input variables are transformed to be Gaussian distributed. In addition, a diagonalisation and
rotation transformation is performed such that the covariance matrix of the transformed vari-
ables becomes a unit matrix. To obtain good performance and to avoid overtraining, the NN
uses Bayesian regularisation techniques for the training process. The network input layer con-
sists of one input node for each input variable plus one bias node. The hidden layer is adapted
to this particular analysis and consists of one more node than the input layer. The output node
gives a continuous discriminator output in the interval [ 1, 1]. For the training of the NN,
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Figure 4: (a) Distribution of the lepton charge after the full cut-based selection for 2-jet and 3-jet events. (b,c) invariant mass of the b-tagged jet,
the charged lepton, and the neutrino, m(`νb), for the b-tagged sample for 2-jet (b) and 3-jet (c) events after applying all cut-based selections except
for the cut on m(`νb). In all three distributions the t-channel single top-quark contribution is normalised to the observed cross section obtained with
the cut-based analysis. The last histogram bin includes overflows.
to the choice of the single top-quark t-channel signal
generator is estimated from the difference between Ac-
erMC and MCFM predictions [44]. The modelling un-
certainty for the t  t background is evaluated by compar-
ing the generators MC@NLO and POWHEG [45, 46]
(with HERWIG showering). For the W+jets back-
ground a shape uncertainty is assigned based on the
variation of the choices of the matching scale and of
the functional form of the factorisation scale in ALP-
GEN. Systematic u certainties r lated to the parton dis-
tribution functions are taken into account for the signal
and for all background processes which are modelled
by simulated events. In addition to the nominal PDF set
the alternative MSTW2008nlo68cl [47] and CTEQ6.6
PDF sets are investigated. Events are reweighted ac-
cording to each of the PDF uncertainty eigenvectors and
the total uncertainty is evaluated following the proce-
dure described in Ref. [36]. An additional uncertai ty
is assigned for the mis-modelling of jets in the forward
|η| regions. A weight function is derived from the pre-
tag sample by dividing the observed |η| distribution in
data by the distribution btained from sim lat d events,
for 2-jet and 3-jet events. The event weights defined in
this way are then applied to all simulated samples in the
b-tagged data set. The systematic uncertainty is derived
from the one-sided difference between the weighted and
the nominal samples. The impact of using simulation
samples of limited size is also taken into account.
Theoretical cross section normalisation. The t  t, single-
top quark Wt- and s-channel backgrounds are nor-
malised to their theory predictions with theoretical un-
certainties of +7−10%, 7% and 4%, respectively [48, 10,
ferent sets of parameters settings: ISR increased (decreased), FSR
increased (decreased), and a simultaneous increase (decrease) of ISR
and FSR.
11]. The uncertainty on the diboson background is
5% [38].
Background normalisation to data. The multijet back-
ground estimate has an uncertainty of 50%. The NN
analysis places an uncertainty of 50% on the rate of
events with W+heavy flavour jets and 30% on the rate
of W+light jets events. These uncertainties are used
as const aints on the predictions when simultaneously
determining the W+jets rates and the signal cross sec-
tion. The cut-based analysis does not apply a global un-
c rtainty on the W+heavy flavour and W+light flavour
rates, but considers separately the impact of the domi-
nant sources of uncertainty on the data-derived W+jets
normalisation factors. This treatment allows the correla-
tion between each component of uncertainty on the nor-
malisation factors and the uncertainties on the W+jets
at s to be taken into account. The Z+jets background
normalisation has an uncertainty of 60%.
Luminosity. The uncertainty on the integrated luminos-
ity is 3.7% [13, 14].
Table 3 shows the contribution of each source of un-
certainty to the total uncertainty on the measured t-
channel cross section (∆σobs/σobs) for the neural net-
work analysis and for the cut-based analysis.
7. Cross section measurements
Both the cut-based and neural network analyses em-
ploy a maximum-likelihood fit method to measure the
single top-quark t-channel cross section. The general
likelihood function is given by the product of the Pois-
son likelihoods in the individual channels. The back-
ground rates are constrained by Gaussian priors. We
use the following equations:
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Figure 11. Single top quark production in the t-channel at 7 TeV at the LHC. The distributions
of invariant s of the b-jet and the isolated l pton are displayed for CMS (le t) [42] and ATLAS
(right) [43].
Figure 11(left) shows the distribution of t e i var ant mass of the lepton a d the
b-tagged jet for events with |ηj′ | > 2.8. A clear signal of top quark events is seen.
The results from the three analyses are combined to yield a measured cross section
of σt = 67.2±6.1 pb [42]. Dominant uncertainties come from statistical limitations,
the modeling of signal and backgrounds, as well as the b-tagging.
In the ATLAS analysis, events with one lepton and two r three jets are selected,
if the missing transverse energy is larger than 25 GeV. The t-channel cross section is
measured by fi ting the distribution of a multivariat discriminant, constructed with
a neural network, yielding a result σt = 83± 4(stat.)+20−19(syst.) pb [43]. Dominant
uncertainties arise from model uncertainties, such as the ISR/FSR scale, as well
as the b-jet identification efficiency. The result is cross-checked by an independent
analysis using a cut-based selection. In Figure 11(right) the distribution of the
invariant mass of the lepton and the b-tagged jet is shown for two-jet events with
|ηj′ | > 2.0. Here, the scalar sum of lepton, jets and missing transverse energy, HT ,
is required to be larger than 210 GeV. ATLAS also measures the ratio Rt between
the cross sections for top and anti-top qu rk produc ion in the t-channel. The
result is Rt = 1.81± 0.10(stat.)+0.21−0.20(syst.) [44]. The ratio is sensitive to th ratio
of up-quark and down-quark parton distributio functions of the proton. In the
measurement of the ratio, the uncertai ties common to both channels cancel.
Both ATLAS and CMS already presented t-channel cross section measurements
using the data recorded in 2012 at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV[45,46]. In these
analyses, the selection criteria are somewhat tightened with respect to the 7 TeV
analyses described bove, in order to cope with more severe backgrounds due t
the increase of both ile-up events and cent r-of-mass nergy. The results of the
measurements are included in Figure 10.
The single top cross section in the tW -channel, inaccessibly sm ll at the T va-
12 Andreas B.Meyer
tron, is sizable at the LHC. Theoretical calculations predict the cross section to
be σtW = 15.7
+1.3
−1.4pb [47]. Single top events in the tW channel form an impor-
tant background to Higgs searches in the decay to two W bosons. The ATLAS
and CMS experiments have performed first measurements of the single top cross
section and observe signals at significances of 3.3 and 4.0 standard deviations, re-
spectively [48,49]. Events with two leptons (electron or muon) and at least one jet
are selected. In addition, the missing transverse energy in the event is required to
be larger than 50 (30) GeV in ATLAS (CMS). Events in the same-flavour channels
(with two electrons or two muons) are rejected if the invariant mass is between 81
GeV and 101 GeV, thereby removing backgrounds from Z+jet events. In the CMS
analysis, the jet is required to be b-tagged. The dominant background originates
from top quark pair production where bothW bosons from the top quarks decay lep-
tonically. Both ATLAS and CMS extract the cross section using a template fit to a
boosted decision tree (BDT) discriminant distribution. In Figure 12(left) the distri-
bution of the BDT discriminant is shown for the event category with two leptons and
one jet. The ATLAS measurement yields σtW = 16.8±2.9(stat)±4.9(syst)pb [48].
The cross section as measured by CMS is σtW = 16
+5
−4pb [49], in good agreement
with the Standard Model expectation. In Figure 12(right) the distribution of jet
and lepton multiplicities in a cut-based cross check analysis, as performed by CMS,
is displayed. A clear signal is seen in the two lepton and one jet category.
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Figure 3: BDT output for selected events in (a) 1-jet, (b) 2-jet and (c)
≥3-jet categories. TheWt signal is normalised to the theory prediction
in all three categories.
described below. The main experimental source of sys-
tematic uncertainties comes from the knowledge of the
jet energy scale (JES), which carries an uncertainty of
2% t 7% parameterised as a function of jet pT and
η [31]. The presence of a b-jet in the event is also taken
into account and an extra uncertainty of 2% to 5% de-
pending on jet pT is added in quadrature to the non-b-
jet uncertainty. Other experimental uncertainty sources
which have been considered are the jet energy resolu-
tion, the jet reconstruction efficiency, the lepton identi-
fication efficiency, the lepton energy scale determination
and resolution as well as the multiple proton-proton col-
lision and underlying event modelling. The uncertainty
in the luminosity determination is 3.7% [10, 11].
Uncertainties in the simulation include the effects
of the MC generator choice, the scheme used in the
hadronisation and showering and models of the initial
and final state radiation (ISR/FSR). Generator choice
uncertainty is estimated by comparing AcerMC with
MC@NLO generators for single top-quark Wt events,
and comparing POWHEG with MC@NLO generators
for top quark pair events. Hadronisation and shower-
ing effects are estimated using the differences seen in
generated events interfaced with either PYTHIA [36]
or HERWIG. Finally, ISR/FSR modelling effects are
assessed on MC signal and background samples inter-
faced with PYTHIA. Specific tunes are used to sep-
arately vary ISR and FSR modelling via changes to
1/ΛISRQCD, the maximum parton virtuality in a space-like
parton shower, the ΛFSRQCD scale and the FSR infrared cut-
off [37].
The impacts on both acceptance and kinematic distri-
butions shapes are considered for the experimental and
simulation uncertainties.
Remaining theoretical uncertainty sources include
the cross-section normalisation for the t  t-pair back-
ground (+7%−10%) [17, 18, 19] and diboson production
(±5%) [33], as well as the choice of the parton distri-
bution functions. For the latter, acceptance variations
have been assessed using the CTEQ [21], MRST [38]
and NNPDF [39] sets.
The cross-section is obtained by maximising the like-
lihood function using RooFit [40]. The total uncertainty
is inferred from the shape of the profile likelihood ra-
tio [41]:
−2lnL(data|σWt, ~ˆασWt )
L(data|σˆWt, ~ˆα)
,
where ~ˆα and σˆWt are the parameters that maximise the
likelihood with the constraint of σˆWt > 0, and ~ˆασWt are
the nuisance parameter values that maximise the likeli-
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the model as nuisance parameters. The same methods for the cross sectio meas rement and
the significance calculation as in the BDT analysis have been us d. Figure 5 shows the event
yields selected by the count-based analysis for each region, in data and simulation, in which
the simulation yields have been normalized to the outcome of the maximum likelihood fit. The
observed significance of the tW signal obtained with the count-based analysis is 3.5 s, with
an expected significance of 3.2± 0.9 s. The count-based analysis measures a cross section of
15± 5 pb. These results are consistent with those obtained with the BDT analysis.
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Figure 5: Event yields in data and simulation in the signal region (1j1t) and the two tt-enriched
control regions for the count-based analysis. Simulation yields are scaled to the outcome of the
statistical fit.
In summary, using 4.9 fb 1 of data collected with the CMS experiment at the LHC, evidence has
been found for the associated production of a single top quark and W boson in pp collisions atp
s = 7TeV with a significance of 4.0 s and a measured cross section of 16+5 4 pb.
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Figure 12. Single top quark production in the tW -channel at 7 TeV at the LHC. The output
distribution from the boosted-decision tree of the ATLAS analysis (left) [48] and the distribution
of jet and lepton multiplicities in the CMS analysis (right) [49].
No evidence has been reported so far for single top production in the s-channel.
The Standard Model cross section prediction is σs = 4.6 ± 0.3 pb [50]. The event
signature in this channel consists of one lepton and jets, very simil r to tha for
the top quark pair, QCD and W+jet events. ATLAS reports an analysis in which
an upper limit on the s-channel production cross section of σs < 26.5(20.5) pb
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observed (expected) is set [51].
8 Conclusions
Top quark production is a field of rapid progress. The measurements provide im-
portant information about the production process as described in QCD, as well as
sensitivity to possible new physics. At the Tevatron, precise final results are becom-
ing available. At the LHC, large statistics and center-of-mass energy give access
to a new realm of top quark precision physics. Measurements of inclusive cross
sections have been performed for both top quark pair and single top production
processes, exploiting all accessible decay channels. For top quark pair production,
precise differential cross section results as well as studies of jet multiplicity dis-
tributions are available. In the sector of single top production, evidence for the
associate production of top quarks with a W boson is reported for the first time.
All measurements are in good agrement with Standard Model expectations.
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